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In this paper we study reusable magic states. These states are a special subset of the standard
magic states. Once distilled, reusable magic states can be used repeatedly to apply some unitary
U. Given this property, reusable magic states have the potential to greatly lower qubit and gate
overhead in fault-tolerant quantum computation. While these states are promising, we provide a
strong argument for their limited computational power. Specifically, we show that if reusable magic
states can be used to apply non-Clifford unitaries, then we can exploit them to efficiently simulate
poly-sized quantum circuits on a classical computer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Magic states were introduced by Bravyi and Kitaev
[1] as a way to implement logical gates that were not
available as transversal gates in an error-correcting code.
Their idea was as follows: first prepare many initial magic
states, then use these to create an encoded magic state.
This encoding procedure will introduce noise, and the en-
coded magic state will only be close to the desired state.
We repeat this process to obtain many noisy encoded
magic states. We then put these through many rounds
of a distillation protocol. This eventually produces an
encoded magic state of the desired fidelity. Finally, we
use gate teleportation to apply the gate corresponding to
the magic state to our encoded state.
The procedure described above is the canonical way
of completing a universal gate set. In fact, Eastin and
Knill [2] proved that universal and transversal gate sets
do not exist for any quantum code, thereby making magic
state distillation not only a convenience, but a necessity.
Note that there exist other possible ways of completing a
universal gate set such as braiding of anyons [3] or Dehn
twists [4], but these will not be discussed here.
Once we have decided to use magic states, it is impor-
tant to focus on lowering the immense overhead associ-
ated with them. This can be done in a variety of ways
which will be discussed in turn below.
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FIG. 1: Unencoded magic protocol. (a) Distillation. (b) Gate
Teleportation.
(1) We can choose a code with many transversal gates
available. As mentioned above, it is not possible to
have a universal and transversal gate set, but we
can come close. For example, the 15-qubit Reed-
Muller code [5, 6] needs only a Hadamard gate to
achieve universality, while the toric codes [3] need
both the T gate and the Hadamard gate. As a
variant of this approach, we could also use codes
for which the remaining non-transversal gates have
a low overhead magic state implementation. For
example, the Hadamard gate magic state protocol
likely requires much less overhead than the T gate
magic state protocol.
(2) The encoding magic states typically introduces sig-
nificant noise. If this is our primary concern, we
can try to find procedures for distilling magic states
that allow for very noisy magic states as input.
There are known theoretical bounds for this ap-
proach. Magic state distillation protocols use only
Clifford circuits, and therefore states within the
stabilizer polyhedron can never be distilled to non-
stabilizer states. This is simply because the sta-
bilizer states are closed under Clifford operations.
There are, however, other conditions which pre-
clude non-stabilizer states from being distillable,
such as positivity of the discrete Wigner function
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2[7]. Also the existence of bound states [8–11] (states
that cannot be distilled) have also been discovered.
Nevertheless certain states that lie on the border
of the stabilizer polyhedron have been shown to be
distillable [12]. Finding more states such as these
should be our primary goal if we expect the initial
magic states to be very noisy. The schemes dis-
cussed in this paragraph are illustrated in Fig. 1.
We input some noisy states |ρ˜〉 into the distillation
circuit (a). The approach outlined above seeks to
find circuits (a) that allow very noisy inputs while
still eventually distilling |M〉. If the system is noisy
but qubits are abundant, this would be the appro-
priate paradigm to study.
(3) If it is not difficult to prepare noisy magic states
that meet the criteria for distill-ability, then our
primary concern is to reduce overhead. Two ideas
for reducing overhead are discussed below. Note
that (3a) and (3b) are not mutually exclusive.
(3a) For each magic state that we apply, we must
first distill a high fidelity version of that magic
state. This involves using many lower fidelity
magic states as input to a distillation circuit
with the goal of producing a higher fidelity
magic state as output. Typically this process
must be repeated for many rounds, feeding the
output of one distillation circuit into the in-
put of the next. The methods for reducing
overhead in the distillation circuit involve ei-
ther reducing the number of inputs needed at
a given round or reducing the total number
of rounds. Graphically, this approach focuses
on improving the circuit in Fig. 1(a) by re-
ducing the number of inputs and/or rounds
of distillation. Protocols to reduce the num-
ber of rounds in magic state distillation were
discussed in [13].
(3b) Another way of reducing the overhead is to
reuse magic states. This is accomplished by
modifying the gate teleportation procedure
such that the magic state is available for reuse
after the gate has been applied. We will refer
to these magic states as reusable magic states.
This approach would allow magic states |M〉
that are input into the box in Fig. 1(b) to be
reused without any additional distillation. If
a code could be found such that its univer-
sal gate set was comprised of only transversal
gates and reusable magic states, the savings
in overhead would be immense. Once these
magic states have been distilled there would
be no need for any additional overhead ever!
We will show that in most cases these reusable
magic states are highly unlikely to exist.
|pi/2〉 H H |pi/2〉
|ψ〉 • • S|ψ〉
FIG. 2: Gate teleportation circuit for the reusable S gate.
The |pi/2〉 magic state can be reused, thereby reducing the
overhead for the S gate to O(1). This circuit can be used in
codes where H is transversal, but S is not. This particular
circuit is credited to Austin Fowler and modified from [14, 15].
II. REUSABLE MAGIC STATES
A quantum computing architecture that uses magic
states consists of an encoded system S and a supply of
encoded magic states in an auxiliary system M. Here
M refers to a fixed size, but otherwise arbitrary system.
These systems should remain isolated until a magic state
is needed in the computation. It is in this paradigm that
we hope to implement gates with reusable magic states.
Below we will represent our system simply as |ψ〉. We
will represent the auxiliary system containing the magic
state as |M〉. The argument that follows applies to both
single qubit and encoded qubit systems. Also, these
states can be mixed or pure. To make notation simpler,
we will represent the systems as pure states on single
qubit systems.
Formally we define a reusable magic state as a state
|M〉 such that after application of a Clifford circuit on
the joint system S ⊗M some gate UM has been applied
to the system S and the state |M〉 of the system M is
unchanged. The state |M〉 can therefore be used again.
We will use this definition to prove that reusable magic
states do not exist for non-Clifford gates. When defining
reusable magic states for Clifford gates the above defini-
tion must be restricted to prevent Clifford gates of the
type are attempting to implement re-usably.
A reusable magic state for the S gate (
√
Z gate) was
shown in [14, 15]. The S gate is a Clifford gate; however
the circuit uses only CNOT and H to implement the S
gate.
This gate can be modified to make a transversal
√
X
gate with the identity
√
X = HSH. Additionally, the
combination of two reusable gates is itself a reusable gate.
A reusable
√
Y gate can be constructed by combining√
X and S(
√
Z) gates. It may seem that a reusable H
gate could be built through similar constructions; how-
ever all attempts by the author to date require that the
H gate be present in the circuit. This could only be the
case when that gate is already available transversally, ob-
viating the need for such a reusable magic state.
3|ψ〉 • S T |ψ〉
|pi/4〉 Z •
FIG. 3: Gate teleportation circuit for the T gate. In this
circuit the magic state |pi/4〉 is used to apply the T gate to
some state |ψ〉. Where |pi/4〉 = (|0〉+ eipi/4|1〉)/√2.
|M〉
C
|M〉
|ψ〉 M |ψ〉
FIG. 4: Reusable magic state circuit. C denotes some Clifford
circuit and |M〉 is the reusable magic state. |M〉 may be
comprised of many qubits and/or qudits providing the size is
fixed. M is any non-Clifford unitary.
III. NON-CLIFFORD REUSABLE MAGIC
STATES
Most research on magic states focuses exclusively on
non-Clifford magic states. In many technologies Clifford
gates are considered to be easier to implement than gen-
eral unitaries. They can be made universal with the ad-
dition of a single non-Clifford unitary. In other words,
the gate set < {Clifford}, U > provides a dense set of
unitaries in SU(2n). The canonical choice for U is the T
gate (
√
S gate).
It is well-known that Clifford gates can be efficiently
simulated on a classical computer in polynomial time P.
In fact, the computational power of a Clifford gate com-
puter is thought to be weaker than a polynomial-time
classical computer.
The power of a polynomial-sized universal quantum
gate set is, by definition, the class BQP and hence can
solve any problem within this class. Using the Solvay-
Kitaev algorithm [16, 17], we can compile any gate from
a universal gate set in time linear in logc(1/). Where c
is some constant (typically between 2 and 3), and  is the
desired precision of the compiled gate. While some gate
sets may be more efficient (in terms of overhead) than
others, any universal quantum gate set can be used to
efficiently solve problems in the class BQP.
In the derivation below we will present a ‘proof by
contradiction’. We will assume the existence of a non-
Clifford reusable magic state circuit, and then show that
if such a circuit could be constructed, it would imply that
BQP = P.
First, assume that the following circuit exists (see
Fig. 4).
Where C denotes some Clifford circuit and |M〉 is the
reusable magic state. |M〉 may be comprised of many
qubits and/or qudits as long as the size is fixed. M is
any non-Clifford unitary.
|0〉
C1
M
C2
|0〉 M
|0〉 M
|0〉 M ...
|0〉
...
|0〉
FIG. 5: A generic quantum circuit. For clarity we have
separated the Clifford gates into blocks, with the non-Clifford
gate M occurring between blocks. A general computation
in BQP would have polynomially many (in the number of
inputs) rounds of Clifford and non-Clifford gates.
Now, since < {Clifford}, M > constitutes a universal
gate set, we can write a general quantum circuit using
only Clifford gates and M .
For example, Fig. 5 depicts a general quantum circuit
with Cn denoting a round of arbitrary poly-sized Clif-
ford gates, and M a non-Clifford unitary. The circuit
is simulate-able by a BQP quantum computer as long
as the circuit size (total number of circuit elements) is
polynomial in the number of inputs.
However, since we assumed that circuits of the form
shown in Fig. 4 exist, we can execute the same computa-
tion shown in Fig. 5 by replacing the M gates with their
magic state implementation. Note that this will only in-
crease the number of inputs by a constant amount (the
size of |M〉).
We can continue this process and replace all gates M
by their magic state implementations. Now the entire
body of the computation consists of only Clifford gates.
We have only to prepare the state |M〉 which is unentan-
gled with the rest of the system. This state could still
be highly non-trivial; however we can always represent
this state as a sum of stabilizer states. For example, the
single qubit pure state |ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉 can be writ-
ten as |α|2|0〉〈0| + αβ∗|0〉〈1| + α∗β|1〉〈0| + |β|2|1〉〈1| =
a+I+a−Z+ b+X+ (−i)b−Y . Where a± = |α|
2±|β|2
2 and
b± = αβ
∗±α∗β
2 . We have fixed the size of |M〉 to be inde-
pendent of circuit size; therefore it can always assumed
that the circuit size is large enough, such that the di-
mension of |M〉 is logarithmic in number of inputs to the
circuit. We can then write |M〉 as a sum of stabilizers
which will generally have a number of terms that grows
as O(2d). Where d is the dimension of |M〉. Again, this
number is fixed and is independent of circuit size. This
amounts to a constant overhead in our notation. Finally,
since the entire body of the circuit consists of Clifford
gates which map stabilizer states to stabilizer states, the
4|M〉
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FIG. 6: The circuit in Fig. 5 with all non-Clifford gates M
replaced with the circuit in Fig. 4. Now, all non-Clifford cir-
cuitry has been moved to the beginning of the computation,
and only constant overhead (the size of |M〉) has been intro-
duced.
number of terms in the initial sum of stabilizer states
is fixed throughout the computation. We can simulate
each of the terms in the initial sum of stabilizer states in
time that grows polynomially with the number of input
states. We can thus simulate the entire circuit in time
O(2d × POLY (n)) = O(POLY (n)). Where d = c (some
constant) and n is the number of input states.
In conclusion, we have shown that if a circuit such as
that shown in Fig. 4 exists for non-Clifford unitary M ,
then BQP = P. In fact, since Clifford state computa-
tion is in the class ParityL [18] (which is thought to
be weaker than P), this would be of even greater conse-
quence. In the highly unlikely event that such a circuit
exists, it would not be useful since the entire endeavor
of quantum computation would be obviated as a conse-
quence.
Some open questions still linger such as: Does a
reusable magic state exist for the H gate? This circum-
vents the proof in this paper, since H is a Clifford gate.
Codes such as the 15-qubit Reed-Muller code can be
made universal with the addition of such a gate; therefore
finding such a state would drastically reduce the overhead
for this and similar codes. As mentioned above, our def-
inition of reusable magic states must be modified when
the unitary we are trying to implement is a Clifford gate.
Qudit magic state distillation has recently been intro-
duced in [7, 19, 20]. Our result applies to qudit codes as
well. Namely, non-Clifford qudit gates cannot be imple-
mented using reusable magic states, unless qudit quan-
tum computation is efficiently simulate-able on a classical
computer. The proof is briefly sketched here: The Clif-
ford group for any prime number p in SU(pn) is a max-
imal finite subgroup. The addition of any non-Clifford
unitary generates an infinite group which is dense in
SU(pn). As in the qubit case, we need only a single
non-Clifford gate to complete a universal gate set. These
properties of the Clifford group are not well known and
were only recently mentioned in the physics literature
(see appendix in [19] and references therein). Using this,
the proof for the qudit case follows in exactly the same
manner as the qubit case.
It is, however, possible that qudit analogues of the
Reed-Muller or other similar codes can complete a uni-
versal gate set with the addition of some qudit Clifford
gate. Therefore, it may be fruitful to search for these
codes and for reusable qudit magic states.
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